Initial enquiry
Smith Scott Mullan Associates are a firm of architects based in Edinburgh. They have found the Library’s extensive online maps collection to be very useful in their day-to-day work.

“The National Library of Scotland’s online resources are invaluable to us, letting us access key historic information quickly and efficiently.”

Jamie Bateman, Director

How the National Library of Scotland helped
Jamie logged onto the Library’s online map collection to find information for a new project. His firm were preparing proposals for the repair and conservation of a historic shop front and needed to establish the history of alterations to the building.

He was able to find a broad range of maps easily online which told the story of the building. This information was used to support an application to Edinburgh World Heritage for grant funding which was successful and allowed the project to go ahead.

Smith Scott Mullan Associates have been using the Library’s online maps for many years to the benefit of their business and will continue doing so.
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